Blended Learning Mix Map FOR MGMT 453

**FACE-TO-FACE**

- **Wk1:** Course intro and overview of hybrid format
  - Go over simulation

- **Wk2:** Case: The best of intentions
  - Talent survey and exercise

- **Wk3:** Implicit bias discussion
  - Validity and reliability exercise

- **Wk4:** Paper airplanes exercise
  - Case: How to change the world

- **Wk5:** Performance appraisal role play exercise

- **Wk6:** Case: Pay for performance

- **Wk7:** Collective bargaining activity

- **Wk8:** Bafa bafa cross-cultural simulation

- **Wk9:** Stress exercise
  - Personality survey discussion

- **Wk10:** Guest speaker from small business
  - Big picture life discussion

**ONLINE**

- **Wk1:** HR law podcast
  - Simulation decisions (all weeks)

- **Wk2:** HR strategy and job analysis podcast

- **Wk3:** Recruiting and selection podcast

- **Wk4:** Paper airplanes exercise

- **Wk5:** Managing performance and careers podcasts

- **Wk6:** Compensation podcast

- **Wk7:** Benefits podcast

- **Wk8:** Unions podcast

- **Wk9:** Global HR and safety podcasts

- **Wk10:** HR in Ent and managing yourself podcasts

**BOTH**

- Discussion

- **Wk1:** HR law podcast
  - Simulation decisions (all weeks)

- **Wk2:** HR strategy and job analysis podcast

- **Wk3:** Recruiting and selection podcast

- **Wk4:** Paper airplanes exercise

- **Wk5:** Managing performance and careers podcasts

- **Wk6:** Compensation podcast

- **Wk7:** Benefits podcast

- **Wk8:** Unions podcast

- **Wk9:** Global HR and safety podcasts

- **Wk10:** HR in Ent and managing yourself podcasts

- Review

- **Wk1:** HR law podcast
  - Simulation decisions (all weeks)

- **Wk2:** HR strategy and job analysis podcast

- **Wk3:** Recruiting and selection podcast

- **Wk4:** Paper airplanes exercise

- **Wk5:** Managing performance and careers podcasts

- **Wk6:** Compensation podcast

- **Wk7:** Benefits podcast

- **Wk8:** Unions podcast

- **Wk9:** Global HR and safety podcasts

- **Wk10:** HR in Ent and managing yourself podcasts

- Q & A

**Instructions:** Within each circle, add course elements that will be face-to-face, online, or both. The text will grow/shrink to fit the circles. The intersecting text will not.

Blank Mix Map adapted from UCF Blended Learning Toolkit by Cub Kahn, OSU Center for Teaching & Learning, 2013

This Blended Learning Mix Map is part of the [Blended Learning Toolkit](http://www.ucfblendedlearningtoolkit.com) prepared by the University of Central Florida (UCF) and the American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) with funding from the [Next Generation Learning Challenges](http://www.nglc.org). It is provided as an open educational resource under a [Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License](http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).